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ecimeter-resolution 3D seismic volume in shallow water:
case study in small-object detection
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ABSTRACT

The 3D chirp subbottom profiler provides high-resolution
imaging of coastal and inshore seabed and subseabed struc-
ture by combining the known, highly repeatable source
waveform of chirp profilers with the coherent processing and
interpretation afforded by true 3D seismic volumes. Com-
prising 60 hydrophone groups arranged around a Maltese
cross of four chirp transducers, 3D chirp permits acquisition
of a true 3D volume with a horizontal resolution of 12.5 cm,
providing an excellent base for shallow-water engineering,
archaeological, military, and geologic studies. Here, we
present results from surveying an atidal basin on the southern
coast of England to map bedrock protrusions and the size and
distribution of buried objects. The study area of 150�250 m
provided a series of unique challenges, including a large
number of discrete objects ranging from tens of centimeters
to several meters in size, buried in a thin veneer �0.5 to 1.5 m�
of unconsolidated silt overlaying a flat bedrock surface that
showed high acoustic contrast and short wavelength rough-
ness. By comparing comprehensive postsurvey dredging of
the entire site with a prestack time-migrated 3D volume, it is
possible to confirm a 100% detection rate for all discrete bur-
ied objects larger than 0.30�0.30 m in an illuminated area,
although one acoustic anomaly could not be accounted for in
the dredging results.

INTRODUCTION

Detailed �decimetric-scale� imaging of the seabed and subseabed
orphology is crucial in the marine construction industry and in
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omeland defense. Preliminary surveys to identify hazards such as
udden changes in geology or discrete obstructions traditionally
ombine acoustic seabed mapping and the use of divers with sound-
ng poles. Divers are constrained greatly by environmental condi-
ions such as water temperature, site depth, currents, tides, and par-
iculate suspension levels �visibility�. Even in perfect conditions,
hey can cover only �10 m2/day and can sample only the top 1 m of
ubsurface. Consequently, there has been much recent work to de-
elop high-frequency surface-scanning acoustics, e.g., side-scan so-
ar, sector-scanning sonar, and swath bathymetry, for object detec-
ion on the seabed �Simms and Albertson, 2000; Quinn et al., 2002�.
y comparison, there has been limited success in replicating that

evel of resolution in the subsurface �Schock et al., 2001; Bull et al.,
005�.

Chirp or boomer subbottom profilers �operating in the range of 0.4
o 24.0 kHz� are capable of imaging completely buried structures,
ut they collapse responses from a 3D environment into 2D vertical
lices and therefore provide no cross-dip information. Even after mi-
ration, the results are imperfect and confusing sections, commonly
egenerated by out-of-plane reflections, especially in areas with rap-
d structural variations. Because of that and the poor ground cover-
ge afforded by a sparse mesh of 2D lines �with spacing commonly
10 m�, they can do little more than indicate zones with a higher

isk. However, when chirp or boomer sources are combined with an
rray of hydrophones, the reflected waveforms can be recorded in
D �Missiaen, 2005; Scheidhauer et al., 2005�, and it is possible to
mage buried objects, as shown within along-track sections by
chock et al. �2001�.
Sampling the reflected waveform in true 3D and with real-time ki-

ematic differential GPS �RTK DGPS� positioning, 3D chirp allows
races to be binned into a geographically oriented grid of 12.5

12.5 cm, forming a high-resolution 3D seismic volume with dip
nformation for all azimuths and reflections from completely buried

uly 2007; published online 18 January 2008.
. K. E-mail: mev@noc.soton.ac.uk; jkd@noc.soton.ac.uk; then@noc.soton.
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B34 Vardy et al.
tructures �Bull et al., 2005�. Previous publications have discussed
eologic �Bull et al., 2005� and engineering �Gutowski et al., 2007�
pplications. Here, we present results from a survey acquired in a
an-made atidal basin on the southern coast of the United Kingdom,

omparing seismic-object identification with comprehensive post-
urvey dredging.

METHODOLOGY

The 3D chirp profiler is a rigid-framed high-resolution subbottom
rofiler comprising 60 hydrophone groups arranged in a 25-�25-
m grid around a Maltese cross of four chirp transducers �Figure 1�.
our RTK DGPS antennae provided navigation, giving positioning
ccurate to X � �0.46 cm, Y � �0.70 cm, and Z � �1.82 cm
Bull et al., 2005�. The waveforms were recorded at a sampling inter-
al of 0.02 ms and a horizontal resolution of 12.5�12.5 cm �Bull et
l., 2005�. High-resolution chirp subbottom profilers use linear elec-
ronics to produce a highly repeatable and tunable swept-frequency
coustic impulse capable of providing centimetric vertical resolu-
ion and decametric penetration �Schock and LeBlanc, 1990�. That
llows the source sweep to be tailored to the specific survey require-
ents �Gutowski et al., 2002�. For this survey, we used a 16-ms-long

weep, scanning linearly from 1.5 to 13.0 kHz with a square enve-
ope. The broader bandwidth than that used for traditional sweeps
mproves resolution, whereas the short sweep length permits high
hot rates of six to eight pulses per second.

Bordered by a harbor wall and caisson, the site was 250�150 m
nd was filled in by a thin veneer of fine-grained sediment that over-
ay a bedrock surface composed of middle or upper Devonian slate.
t the time of the survey, obstructions in the northeastern corner and

outhern quarter restricted the accessible area to �23,000 m2. How-
ver, because the area was closed to all traffic except the survey ves-
el, sea-state conditions were excellent, and the tight space provided
ew problems.

The 3D chirp profiler collected more than 20 million traces over
wo survey days at a tow distance of 5.0 m behind a small, slow-

oving �3 knots� vessel while pulsing six times per second. Acquir-

igure 1. Annotated photograph of a 3D chirp subbottom profiler.
he 60 hydrophone groups, housed in 11 longitudinal sections, are
rranged in a grid 0.25-�0.25-m grid around four central transduc-
rs. RTK DGPS positioning of each source-receiver pair permits ac-
urate trace binning onto a 12.5-�12.5-cm common-midpoint
CMP� grid.
ng lines at 1.0-m line spacing provided 95% ground coverage with
o gaps larger than 3�3 m and with multiple sampling of each grid
in �Figure 2�. The average fold was 15 traces per 12.5-�12.5-cm
in, but when the system was temporarily stationary, that rose to
200.
We recorded the data in a raw, uncorrelated format, allowing for a

ater, more flexible processing strategy. We used a simple processing
ow to limit the number of potential processing artifacts that might
onfuse or disrupt reflections from discrete targets of particular in-
erest for this application:

� Correlation of raw data with the source sweep, reducing all re-
flections to the Klauder wavelet

� Cleaning of the data by removing traces with anomalously low
signal-to-noise �S/Ns� ratios caused by bubbles in the water
column and/or flotsam caught on the system. Using amplitudes
extracted from a two-way-traveltime �twt� window centered on
the bedrock horizon, we automatically scanned through the
volume to remove poor quality traces. Approximately 8% of
the original data volume was removed.

� Deconvolution using a predictive Wiener filter to remove bed-
rock ghosting. Although it has been argued that optimum pro-
cessing of high-resolution chirp data involves a source signa-
ture deconvolution �Quinn et al., 1998�, we found a simple pre-
dictive Wiener filter to be more effective with this source
sweep, without damaging the wavelet.

� Filtering using a band-pass filter �0–1500–13,000–15,000 Hz�
to remove unwanted high- and low-frequency noise.

igure 2. In this plot of fold coverage, darker colors indicate a great-
r number of traces in the CMP bin. The superimposed black line
hows a five-minute subset of GPS locations, highlighting how the
cquisition methodology involves strafing an area repeatedly at vari-
us sail angles. Gaps in the line are caused by drops in GPS quality,
hereas shaded gray areas surrounding acquired volume denote the
uayside and a nearby building. Distances in X and Y are projected
nto the WGS84 ellipsoid from an arbitrary local zero.
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Decimeter-resolution 3D seismic volumes B35
� A 3D prestack Kirchhoff time migration implemented by Pro-
MAX was used to move energy back to its correct locations us-
ing a velocity of 1400 m/s, with the lower limit of velocities es-
timated using diffraction hyperbola curvature. That improved
the S/N by strengthening the amplitudes of coherent reflectors,
and it optimized the resolution to half the receiver spacing
�larger than the theoretical limit of �/2�. Use of the Kirchhoff
algorithm also resampled the irregularly positioned data onto a
regular volume. Given the limited source-receiver offsets of the
array and the small thickness of the objects relative to the
source wavelength, the migration algorithm has a low sensitivi-
ty to small-scale fluctuations in the velocity model. Therefore,
we made no attempt to account for the objects within the veloc-
ity model; rather, a homogeneous velocity was preferred, even
when migrating small cubes that included clearly identifiable
targets.

Traditional processing of chirp subbottom profiler data involves
pplying an envelope function as the last processing stage. That re-
oves all phase and polarity information and can

ause some vertical smearing, but it improves
/N, especially for weaker horizons. Given the
aturally high S/N of these data �Figure 3�, we
hose not to apply the envelope function. This
epresentation of results in their true form and po-
arity provides useful discrimination between de-
raded and nondegraded reflecting objects.

SEABED AND BEDROCK
STRUCTURE

ata quality and gross structure

Within the chirp seismic volume, two continu-
us reflection horizons that extend across the en-
ire survey area are clearly distinguishable �Fig-
re 3�. Because the envelope function has not
een applied to those data, the seabed and bed-
ock horizons appear as classic Klauder wavelets
ith positive �black� side lobes flanking a nega-

ive �white� central peak. The shallowest reflec-
ion is the seabed �twt ca. 12.6 ms�, which is rela-
ively weak, whereas the deeper slate interface
twt ca. 13.2 ms� is a relatively high-amplitude
eflection.

Using a sound velocity of 1500 m/s, the high-
r-amplitude, deeper horizon sits at an average
epth of �10.4 m below the local datum �defined
s the height of the local base station, which is
55.559 m from the WGS84 geoid� and demon-

trates little topography �Figure 4a�. Except for
wo discrete depressions �of which only the west-
rn one is imaged completely�, the bedrock sur-
ace varies �0.1 ms ��0.07 m�, forming a gentle
orth-south gradient of �0.2°.

Across 86% of the volume, the bedrock surface
s easily identifiable, but in four zones �I through
V, Figure 4a�, the bedrock horizon becomes dis-
ontinuous and confused. In zones I and II, high-
mplitude returns from an overlying morass of
uperimposed diffraction hyperbolae mask re-

Figure 3. Data
processing oth
back to a Klau
three diffracti

a)

Figure 4. Surf
rizons display
lighting the la
turns arrive in
ous bedrock re
ponse from the deeper bedrock �Figure 5c and d�. Subsequent
redging identified those as piles of waste material �e.g., rope, wire,
ables, wood, and tires� dumped along the basin margin. Similarly,
he bedrock is masked in zones III and IV by an irregular, reverse-po-
arity horizon 10 to 15 cm above the average bedrock surface �Fig-
re 5a and b�.

The area covered by the latter horizon is 1225 m2, the largest zone
f which �III� has a maximum extent of 65 m from north to south and
5 m from east to west �Figure 5a and b�. The horizon’s asymmetry
ith seabed topography makes it unlikely to be shallow gas. Given

he low density and thin covering of overbearing sediments, it is dif-
cult to correlate it with a possible source/trap. Similar acoustic sig-
atures have been observed in archaeological sites, where they com-
only have been associated with low-density material such as
ood/rope and peat layers �Quinn et al., 1997a; Quinn et al., 1997b;
rnott et al., 2005; Plets et al., 2007�. However, the postsurvey
redging failed to identify any material. The high amplitudes sug-

ed using channel 23 for an arbitrary section of 1000 shots. Using no
n a standard correlation to collapse the swept-frequency waveform
avelet, the seabed and bedrock appear as clean, crisp horizons, and
erbolae �labeled a, b, and c� are clearly visible in the sediment cover.

b)

ps show two-way traveltime �twt� to �a� bedrock and �b� seabed, ho-
g the same color scale. Insets show histograms of surface twt, high-
opography, particularly on the bedrock horizon, where 98% of re-
s twt window. Outlined areas I through IV are zones of discontinu-

ns �see text for details�.
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B36 Vardy et al.
est that if the horizon is the result of an accumulation of degraded
aterial, it will be degraded heavily, making it probable that the ma-

erial would have disintegrated in the dredge head.
The weaker, shallower horizon sits at an average depth of �9.1 m

nd is consistent with the seabed of unconsolidated, fine-grained
ediments described by preliminary diver sorties. Unlike the bed-
ock, the seabed displays a more irregular topography �Figure 4b�,
ausing the sediment cover to be highly variable �Figure 6�. The av-
rage thickness of the sediment cover is 0.76 ms twt ��0.6 m�, but it
hins to �0.2 ms twt ��0.15 m� in the west and south and thickens
o 1.96 ms twt ��1.5 m� in the two depressions.

The lack of sediment infill to the south and the presence of partial-
y eroded, relic dredging scour marks is consistent with recorded
redging in the 1980s and 1990s. Other than two discrete depres-
ions, where the sediment thickening is caused by infilling of bed-
ock anomalies, several smaller, individual seabed promontories rise
o 0.50 m above the average bed depth. In most cases, those take the
orm of large diffraction hyperbola �or collections thereof� that pro-
rude into the water column and can be as much as 7.0 m in diameter.
redging confirmed them to be piles of dumped material, commonly

angled conglomerates of rope, wire, hose, and broken chunks of
ood. Similarly, to the north and east there are seabed highs,
0.25 m above average depth, that are coincident with the areas
here dumped material obscures bedrock returns.

a)

b)

c)

d)

igure 5. �a� Vertical section and �b� time slice through lower sedi-
ents, �0.10 m above the bedrock horizon, of the largest reverse-

olarity anomalies. With a maximum extent of 65 m from north to
outh and 25 m from east to west, this horizon covers 915 m2 and
isplays a broken upper surface with considerably more topography
han the overlying seabed. �c� Vertical section and �d� time slice
hrough the zone II anomaly that runs parallel to the eastern bound-
ry of the basin.
eabed and bedrock depressions

Two anomalous seabed and bedrock depressions measuring
20 m in diameter and 2 ms twt �ca. 1.5 m� below the average bed-

ock level at their deepest points are observed centered at X � 740,
� 1710 and X � 815, Y � 1720. �Figure 7 shows sections and

lices through the western depression.� The structures appear to be
efined morphologically by the bedrock, with sediment infill mim-
cking the underlying structure.

The western depression, the only one we have complete coverage
f, measures 20 m from east to west and 18 m from north to south.
he sides are steepest to the east and west, dipping at 19° and 20° an-
les from horizontal, respectively �Figure 7a and b�. The southern
lope is much shallower, 6°, whereas the northern slope is stepped
Figure 7a�. The upper wall slopes down at a 17° angle from the hori-
ontal before flattening out into a 5.0-m-wide ledge �Figure 7a and
�. The lower section slopes down at a 14° angle and terminates
gainst the opposite, southern slope, forming the base of the depres-
ion.

The steep eastern and western boundaries lead to the formation of
linear pit floor that stretches 15 m at an orientation of 113° from
orthwest to southeast �Figure 7f� and appears to be a sharp intersec-
ion of the dipping northern and southern slopes, with little or no
hallowing �Figure 7a and b�.

There is no historical evidence for excavation of two such struc-
ures, either as part of the most recent basin developments in the
950s or before that. However, World War II air-raid warden records
ote the impact of a large number of high-explosive and incendiary

igure 6. In this sediment isopach map �two-way traveltime�,crosses
ark locations of acoustically identified buried targets. The three

bjects used as examples for comparing seismic and dredging re-
ults are identified by acoustic target numbers �15, 18, and 37� and by
triangle, circle, and square, respectively. Similarly, target 21, used

o highlight the advantages of using unmigrated volumes in Figure 8,
s identified by a star.
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Decimeter-resolution 3D seismic volumes B37
hells that fell in the vicinity of the surveyed area, and local records
upport the possibility of those being bomb craters. That would
gree with time slices through the lower sediments, which show dra-
atically increased returns in areas surrounding the craters that
ight be indicative of ejected material �Figure 7c�. It is not immedi-

tely obvious why the depressions are so distinctly square in cross
ection, although it seems likely to be linked to the slate bedrock de-
orming along preexisting cleavage planes.

SMALL-OBJECT IDENTIFICATION

eismic characteristics

The survey was undertaken to map bedrock structures above the
eabed and/or the size and distribution of buried and partly buried
bjects before targeted dredging. During interpretation of the 3D
eismic volume, a set of criteria was used to identify suitable targets
or the subsequent dredging — a “target” being a reflection event

a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

igure 7. Fence diagrams of vertical sections looking from �a� north-
est and �b� southeast, with �c-f� sequence of time slices moving
own through the western bedrock depression. �c� Slices through the
ower sediments, 0.15 ms above the bedrock surface, show strong,
iscontinuous reflections, possibly from ejected debris. Panels �d�
hrough �f� show the changing shape of the crater with increasing
epth, forming a narrow, 15-m-long pit floor oriented along a 113°
ngle.
hat exhibits the distinctive diffraction hyperbolas associated with a
ocalized acoustic impedance contrast. Using that methodology, 89
ndividual seismic targets �black crosses, Figure 6� were found in the
urvey area. Concentrated mainly in the northern half of the basin,
ome targets appear to be clustered, e.g., the seven that form a line
arallel to the basin margin, 29 m in from the western wall, starting
t X � 746, Y � 1725 and moving northward. The targets in the ba-
in range from 0.09 to 38.5 m2 in the migrated illuminated area, both
rotrude from the seabed and are buried completely, and demon-
trate reverse and normal polarities.

Identifying the objects in a migrated volume is extremely difficult
ecause the reflection covers very few CMP bins, the smallest being
square 3 bins�3 bins. In contrast, locating them in unmigrated

ata is considerably easier because their associated diffraction hy-
erbolas can be as much as 7.0 m in diameter. Figure 8 shows a se-
ies of time slices moving down through the hyperbola of acoustic
arget 21 in 0.02-ms twt steps. The migrated horizon �final time slice,
igure 8� covers �1.5 m2, or �9 pixels square, whereas the hyper-
ola has opened out to form an easily identifiable 3.0-m-diameter
ing 0.16 ms twt ��0.11 m� below the object. This coherent opening
f the diffraction hyperbolas into distinctive ringed structures pro-
ided us with a method to quickly and effectively identify all objects
uried in the basin.

Once each target had been located, we migrated small, 25-m
quare cubes centered on each object. From this geometrically cor-
ect horizon, it was possible to extract estimates of object dimen-
ions, along with polarity information that might indicate the materi-
l nature of the object.

omparison of acoustic targets with dredging results
After completion of the 3D chirp seismic survey, a comprehensive

redging program was undertaken to retrieve all discrete small ob-

igure 8. Panels show 10-�10-m time slices that begin just above
nd move down through diffraction hyperbola of seismic target 21 in
teps of 0.02 ms. The peak of the hyperboloid, although high in am-
litude, is small, �1 m2, whereas 0.16 ms lower, it opens out into a
.0-m diameter ring. By cycling up and down through the 3D vol-
me, we easily could identify buried targets through their coherent
iffraction hyperboloids. In comparison, the migrated horizon, the
nal time slice, is harder to identify as a “real” target, being �1.5
quare m2 in size and extending over approximately four time slices.
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B38 Vardy et al.
ects. A 0.66-m3 bucket dredge was deployed from a four-legged
redging platform 30�15 m, with a separate, free-floating pon-
oon-mounted hopper for sieving. Positioning a DGPS antenna over
he pivot point allowed each grab to be located to an accuracy of

2.0 m. However, the use of a bucket grab prevented the acquisi-
ion of any orientation information or burial depth.

0.45 m

2.00 m

a)

b)

e)

d)

c)

igure 9. �a� Horizon slice, �b� vertical slice along axis, and �c� verti-
al slice across the axis through the migrated volume centered on
coustic target 15. �d� Location map and �e� photo of the object
redged from this site, a metal cylinder 2.0�0.45 m in diameter.

ertical exaggeration is 4:1.
Because of possible further development of the basin, it was im-
ortant that all objects be cleared, so dredging was not guided onto
pecific seismic targets. Instead, the entire 23,000-m2 area was
leared systematically, making possible an exhaustive comparison
f acoustically identified targets with dredged objects.

All objects recovered during dredging correlated to a coincident
coustic target, and for every target identified during the seismic sur-
ey, an object of appropriate dimensions was retrieved. To illustrate
hat agreement between acoustic and dredging results, we will con-
ider three examples, seismic targets 15, 18, and 37 �Figure 6�.

arget 15

In the migrated volume, target 15 forms a long �2.0-m�, narrow
0.3-m� normal-polarity reflection event �Figure 9�. Sitting at a
epth of 12.90 ms twt, �0.50 m above the bedrock horizon, it is
ontiguous with the seabed and slopes slightly from north to south at
2° angle from horizontal.
Alarge, metal cylinder 2.0 m long and 0.45 m in diameter was re-

overed from this location �Figure 9d and e�. A closer inspection
howed that the cylinder’s seals had remained intact, there were no
ignificant accumulations of rust, and the object appeared to be filled
ith air and empty of liquid.Although the dimensions of the acoustic

vent are an excellent match for those of the recovered object, the re-
ection is surprisingly low in amplitude for a target that presents
uch a large impedance boundary.

arget 18

Acoustic target 18 is a reverse-polarity event 3.8�0.75 m that
its at an average depth of 13.22 ms twt ��9.3 m�.As with target 15,
t is not flat; rather, it dips from south to north at a 0.5° angle from
orizontal. The vertical sections �Figure 10b and c� provide a better
ndication of the size and shape of the migrated horizon, and its re-
ersed polarity suggests that it is a wooden object, probably degrad-
d �Quinn et al., 1997a; Quinn et al., 1997b; Arnott et al., 2005; Plets
t al., 2007�.

At this location, a wooden railway sleeper 4.0�0.36�0.08 m
as found �Figure 10d and e�. Heavily degraded, the sleeper broke

part when it landed in the hopper and again when transferred to a
kip. This object is a good match in size and composition for the ob-
erved acoustic target.

arget 37

Target 37 is an anomalously shaped, 1.8-m long, high-amplitude
eflection event. For most of its length, it is 0.5 m wide, but it broad-
ns to 1.0 m to the south. The peak of the Klauder wavelet is 0.25 ms
wt ��0.18 m�, above that of the bedrock, and runs parallel along a
hallow south-to-north gradient of 0.5° from the horizontal. Similar
o target 18, it is reverse polarity, which we would expect to indicate
n object composed of wood, probably degraded.

The object found here was a wooden pole 0.10�0.13�1.80 m,
ttached at one end to a U-shaped metal plate 0.40�0.30 m, with
.02-m-high sides �Figure 11d and e�. Closer inspection showed that
he wooden bar was degraded badly, with large chunks being broken
ff easily. Interestingly, at no point does the acoustic event revert to
ormal polarity, even though the shape and dimensions �Figure 11a�
gree extremely well with the retrieved object.
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DISCUSSION

The results demonstrate an excellent correlation between the ob-
erved seismic reflection event and the recovered object. A key fac-
or in achieving that is the processing of data. For example, in the un-

igrated volume surrounding target 18, the horizon disappears into
data gap to the south, meaning that the peak of the diffraction hy-
erbola is only �2.5 m long. Postmigration, the hyperbola has been

Horizon slice

0.35 m

0.08 m

4.00 m

a) d)

b) c)

e)

igure 10. �a� Horizon slice and �b-c� vertical slices through acoustic
arget 18. �d� Location map and �e� photo of the object recovered,

heavily degraded wooden railway sleeper measuring 4.0�0.35
0.08 m. Vertical exaggeration is 4:1.
ollapsed back to a reflection event of similar length to the coinci-
ent object, highlighting the advantage of using a 3D Kirchhoff mi-
ration to resample the data onto a regular grid.

The amplitudes of the seismic reflections, migrated or otherwise,
annot be taken simply as a proxy for material properties of the ob-
ect. The dimensions of the targets cause waveforms from upper and
ower surfaces to interfere.As Widess �1973� discusses, when think-
ng in terms of thin beds in multichannel seismic data, this can dra-

atically reduce the amplitude and alter the shape of the reflected
avelet. The anomalous amplitude of target 15 therefore is likely to
e a result of the thickness of the metal sheeting being substantially
ess than the dominant wavelength.

0.40 m

0.30 m

0.02m

1.80 m

a)

b)

d)

c)

e)

igure 11. �a� Horizon slice and �b-c� vertical slices through acoustic
arget 37. �d� Location map and �e� photo of the wooden pole �1.80

0.13�0.10 m� and attached metal sheet �0.40�0.30 m� found
uring dredging. Vertical exaggeration is 4:1.
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Similarly, for target 37, because the plate is attached to the pole,
he two would not be resolvable into two distinct sources, making the
esultant reflection event a combined response from both. Because
he metal plate is �0.01 m thick, the acoustic response will suffer
rom destructive interference in the same manner as the metal cylin-
er found at the site of target 15, leading to the reflection being domi-
ated by the response from the wooden pole. That agrees with the re-
ection event becoming lower amplitude to the south.

CONCLUSIONS

We presented the results of a survey in an atidal basin on the south-
rn coast of the United Kingdom using the 3D chirp high-resolution
ubbottom profiler. The data permitted detailed mapping of seabed
nd bedrock structure in 3D and the acoustic identification of 89 dis-
rete buried targets. Except for the acoustic anomaly labeled as
ones II and IV, subsequent postsurvey dredging confirmed a 100%
uccess rate in identifying buried objects and showed a strong corre-
ation between observed acoustic signature and object size.

With those results, we successfully demonstrated that through ac-
uisition of a high-resolution 3D seismic volume with decimetric
orizontal resolution and centimetric vertical resolution, it is possi-
le to locate buried objects presenting an acoustically illuminated
urface larger than 0.30�0.30 m. Indeed, through interpretation of
3D migrated volume, it is possible to estimate the approximate size
nd shape of objects and in some cases to determine the nature of the
uried material.
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